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New Features in this Release
Range tag/Serial Number Filters
Custom BOM Appearance
Bug Fixes in this Release

New Features in this Release
Range tag/Serial Number Filters
Range tags - most commonly used for serial number filters - are now available as a refinement on
the search page. Users are able to perform a search, and then filter results based on a range of
tag values. If you are using tags that are type 'range', look for the new filter type on the left side of
your search results page.

Custom BOM Appearance
When viewing the BOM, you can now change your view to a 'grid' view for quicker and easier
scanning. This includes the ability to scroll to the side so you can see multiple columns of
information. Users can also now drag the edge of the BOM to resize it, larger or smaller,
depending on the information they would like to see. If the BOM is made smaller, the diagram is
larger. And if the BOM is made larger, the diagram shrinks.
This gives users more control over the way they view diagrams and BOMs together.

Bug Fixes in this Release
Feature

Description

Ideas Ref

BOM Hotpoint
Scrolling

Clicking on a hotpoint doesn't always scroll to the part in the
BOM.
This functionality was not consistently working well,
especially on IE and Firefox. This fix improves performance
so that every time you click a callout in a diagram, the BOM
will highlight and scroll to that item.

CLOUD-I-124
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Taxonomy
Editor

The taxonomy editor in Tenant Admin was sometimes not
opening - blocking you from building your taxonomy! We
identified and fixed the issue, so you can click 'open editor'
and get to your edit screen

CLOUD-I-116

Search
Results

In HTML, the "Categories" refinement area is based on your
existing media shelves. We noticed 'all' media shelves were
displaying, when in fact only media shelves the current user
has access to should display. This is now fixed so that only
the appropriate media shelves will display to the current
user.

N/A

